Dear Parents/Guardians,

AACPS and our PTO provided additional funding to be used toward school supplies. We have ordered the majority of supplies and they will be available to your child at the start of the school year. Below are additional supplies not covered through the school order that will be needed for Grade 1. We will reach out to families if additional supplies are needed.

- 1 backpack/bookbag (non-rolling, must fit in locker)
- 1 long school box with snap lid 5”x13” (available at Amazon) or 1 wide school box 11x8 (available at Target)
- 1 solid yellow two-pocket plastic folder (bottom pockets, no prongs)
- 1 solid blue two-pocket plastic folder (bottom pockets, no prongs)
- 1 pair of headphones (sturdy & must plug in; no earbuds or Bluetooth)